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General:
- Any motor vehicle equipped with a boom or booms, winches, slings, tilt beds, semi-trailers, and/or similar equipment designed for the towing and/or recovery of vehicles and other objects which cannot operate under their own power or for some reason must be transported by means of towing.

Requirements:
- A copy of the registration certificate of the vehicle on which the plate will be placed if the vehicle is registered in the applicant's name. OR
- If the vehicle is not titled in the applicant's name, the necessary documentation and fees must be submitted to process the application for title.
- Business Owners - In accordance with Louisiana Administrative Code, Title 55
  - The same legal trade name of the business used to mark the tow trucks shall be listed on the tow truck affidavit, registration, insurance certificates, towing and storage invoice, and storage inspection license.
  - The business name must be indicated on the registration as the owner or lessee. The business name indicated as a mail-to on the registration will not be sufficient.
- Tow Truck Owners
  - Each tow truck owner applying for the first time or renewing a tow plate will be required to complete and sign the Tow Truck License Application Affidavit DPSMV1817, certifying he has met all equipment and insurance requirements of the law as well as all requirements of the Department's rules and regulations.
  - The applicant must also provide the insurance declaration page(s) of his policy and the vehicle registration.
- Liability Insurance
  - Automobile liability coverage in an amount of not less than three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000.00) combined single limits coverage.
  - Garage keeper's legal liability insurance in an amount of not less than fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00).
  - Garage liability insurance in amount of not less than fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00).
• On-hook coverage in an amount of not less than twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00).
• All certificates must contain the initial and the expiration dates of carriage and coverage and the serial number (VIN) of the vehicle for which the towing license plate is being applied.
• Car carrier companies which transport less than five motor vehicles and do not store or hold motor vehicles shall be licensed as tow trucks upon application and submission of an affidavit stating such. These companies are not required to carry garage keeper's legal liability or garage liability insurance.

**Enforcement Issues** – Exemptions from Tow Truck Requirements:
• Car carriers that are capable of carrying five or more vehicles and have Interstate Commerce Commission authority.
• Tow trucks that are registered in another state with Interstate Commerce Commission authority.
• Tow trucks that are owned by a governmental entity and that are not used for commercial purposes.
• Tow trucks that are owned by a business not engaged in towing and/or storage for direct or indirect compensation. An example of this is a tow truck owned by a company to tow vehicles belonging to that company's fleet. Another example would be a tow truck used to pick up vehicles from salvage pools provided that the owner of the tow truck is also the owner of the salvage vehicle. This must be documented by title and/or bill of sale for the vehicle being towed.

• Questions are to be directed to State Police Towing & Recovery Unit at (225) 925-6113.

**Related Policies:**
Section 4, Policy 2.00 [Basic Requirements for Obtaining a Certificate of Title](#)